Faculty Quick Guide for Sofia
The FIRST time an instructor clicks the Sofia link in their course they will see this screen.

This will notify us that this is a legitimate course that we will then connect within 24 hours. Once this connection is
made the following steps apply:
1.

When the Sofia link is clicked the first thing seen will be a screen asking “What would you like to do?”

2.

In order to access pre-canned assignments you will choose the option Work with assignments in my
Locker.

3.

In the Locker instructors will find assignments that they already own. That means it was either created or
taken from the Library. To go to the Library click the dropdown box that says “My Locker”.

4.

In the dropdown there will be various libraries of assignments to choose from. Select one of them and it
will go to that library of pre-canned assignments.

5.

An example library for Precalculus can be seen below. The instructor has two options from here, Edit or
Copy. Either option will lead to that assignment ending up in the instructor’s Locker. What happens on
each path will be shown next.

Choosing Edit
This option will lead instructors to a Question Manager. The Question Manager is where an instructor can add
questions to an assignment from other libraries or remove questions from the assignment. The assignment title
and category (Practice or Test) can be changes here along with the order of the questions.

Once all of the desired changes are made the instructor will click “Save and Close” to be taken back to the Locker
with their new assignment also now there.

Choosing Copy
This option will cause a copy of the assignment chosen to appear in the instructor’s Locker with the new title “Copy
of… [Assignment Title]”. The instructor will be taken back to their Locker along with the new assignment.

Next Steps
If the instructor wants changes made to their assignments they can do so by going to their Locker and clicking
“Edit” next to the assignment title. This will take them to the Policy Manager. Required fields are in red and will
also be noted when instructors do not fill in a required field. Once ay changes to the Policy Manager are made the
instructor will click “Save” and be taken to the Question Manager which was seen previously. Below is a screenshot
of the Policy Manager along with descriptions of what the various fields control.
















Title: Assignment name
Syllabus: Contains pre-canned assignments in the selected course
Category: Determines whether the student sees buttons to assist in solving problems in the assignment.
 Practice: Enables the ability to check your answer with 3 attempts, enables specific feedback when it is available,
hints, and enables the interactive step-by-step.
 Test: Only hints are available and the student is not given other learning aids.
Repetition: Number of times the assignment can be taken.
Grade Weight: Value of assignment which can be changed via LMS.
NetTutor: Enables the "Live Help" button so that students can get live help.
Start/Due Date: When the assignment is available/due.
Minimum Score
 Needed on this assignment
 Needed when this assignment is a prerequisite
Prerequisite: Assignment that needs to be taken before the current assignment can be completed.
Submission Acceptance
 First: The first time an assignment is completed the grade goes to the gradebook.
 Last: The last time an assignment is taken the grade goes to the gradebook.
 Best: The best score received on the assignment goes to the gradebook.
Past Due
 Allow: Allows assignments to be accepted past due.
 Post Grade: Yes
 Can then determine how many points will be lost for late submission (if any).
 Don't Allow: Do not allow late acceptance.

Need help?
For help with Sofia, go to:
https://linksystems.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/47

